Abstract-A recently introduced algorithm for performing integrated kinetic simulations of the fast ignition approach to laser fusion is reviewed. The integrated algorithm uses a conventional fully electromagnetic relativistic particle-in-cell algorithm in vacuum and plasma up to a density well above cutoff for the incident laser, above which density the plasma is sufficiently collisional so that light waves and electron plasma waves are unimportant and a simplified physics model is justified that leads to improved computational efficiencies. Integrated comprehensive kinetic simulation of fast ignition is rendered more practical with this two-region algorithm. Professor C. K. Birdsall was a pioneer in computational plasma physics and enthusiastically championed the expansion of its use for discovery science and to simulate plasma phenomena in a wall-to-wall manner.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS conference paper was presented as part of a special memorial session honoring Professor Charles K. Birdsall (Ned). Among Ned's many contributions to electrical engineering, plasma physics, and computational plasma physics that are especially significant are his authorship with A. Bruce Langdon of the well-known textbook Plasma Physics Via Computer Simulation (McGraw Hill, New York, 1985) [1] and Ned's more than 40 years educating students at University of California Berkeley. As a graduate student at Berkeley (1970 Berkeley ( -1975 , one of the authors of this paper (Cohen) had the good fortune to take Ned's course in plasma simulation and co-author two of the chapters of [1] . He was privileged to have Ned on his Ph.D. thesis committee, and Ned had a profoundly positive influence on his professional career as a plasma physicist. Ned was one of the founding fathers of particle simulation of plasmas and vigorously participated in advancing the science of particle simulation of plasmas, establishing a mathematically rigorous foundation for it, helping to widen its scope, and educating several generations of doctoral students. One of the especially valuable skills Ned developed in his students and post-doctoral researchers was learning how to ask good scientific questions and how to evolve a question into high-quality research. Ned brought an enormous energy and enthusiasm to expanding the power of particle simulation for doing discovery science. He especially loved plasma simulations that represent wall-to-wall models of an experiment, a device, or a space or astrophysical plasma. The technical content of this conference paper describes algorithms developed to facilitate integrated simulation of the plasma physics in the fastignition [2] approach to laser fusion and embodies Ned's philosophy on the use of particle simulation to do discovery science.
II. ALGORITHMS FOR HYBRID SIMULATION OF LASER-PLASMA INTERACTIONS AND COULOMB COLLISIONS
Fully electromagnetic relativistic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation of laser-plasma interactions has a 40-year history [1] . The simulation of the fast-ignition approach to laser fusion presents extreme challenges to the traditional explicit algorithm because of the multiscale nature of the plasma-the plasma density ranges from vacuum to ∼100 times the solid density in the compressed core [2] . Here we present an introduction to and a brief review of a PIC-fluid hybrid algorithm [3] that accommodates the multiscale nature of the physics of fast ignition and has proven successful in modeling laser-plasma interactions in fast-ignition laser fusion [4] , [5] .
In this hybrid algorithm [3] , a traditional fully electromagnetic relativistic explicit PIC method [1] , [6] is used in the vacuum region and in the plasma up to a density much greater than the critical density for the laser, e.g., n e /n c ∼ 100, where n e is the electron density and n c is the critical density where the laser frequency equals the local plasma frequency. The simulations of fast ignition described in [7] and the discussion therein illustrate the enormous computational challenges presented by fast ignition, which force the simulation of scaled-down problems if a conventional fully electromagnetic PIC algorithm is used. In motivating the introduction of a hybrid algorithm for kinetic simulation of fast ignition, one notes that for higher plasma densities (as long as the plasma remains sufficiently cold and collisional) an Ohm's law (electron momentum balance equation with the electron inertia dropped) is used to determine the electric field in the plasma, and inclusion of the displacement current in Ampere's law becomes optional. Dropping the displacement current eliminates light waves and electron plasma waves. Neglecting electron inertia to obtain Ohm's law removes the electron plasma wave (and alters the linear dispersion relation of the remaining waves) regardless of whether the displacement current is retained. The justification for the reductions 0093-3813 © 2013 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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in the physics model in the high-density region is that the light waves and electron plasma waves are heavily damped by collisions if the plasma remains relatively cold.
In the integrated hybrid algorithm [3] , particles are used to represent all of the electrons and ions throughout the domain. In the low-density region, a conventional explicit fully electromagnetic relativistic PIC algorithm is employed [1] , [6] , [7] . In the high-density hybrid region, the electrons are separated into a fast population, e.g., electrons with speeds exceeding 5× the thermal speed of the background electrons, and a colder background population. In the hybrid region, Ampere's law (1) is used to solve for the current of the background electrons, from which the electron fluid velocity is deduced. Use of an Ohm's law (2) , with the electron inertia terms on the left side dropped, determines the electric field with moments of the particles used to evaluate terms in the Ohm's law as needed. The curl of the electric field is computed in Faraday's law (3), from which the magnetic field is updated 
where J s is the current density for species s, −en e v e = J cold,e , the last term on the right side of (2) is a momentum exchange term between the cold background electrons and the fast electrons due to collisions, E and B are the electric and magnetic fields, T e is the background electron temperature, n e is the background electron density, and, in the parameter regimes considered in [3] - [5] , the resistivity is a scalar η = 0.51m e /n e e 2 τ ei and τ ei = 3m
1/2 e T 3/2 e /4 √ 2 ln e 4 Z 2 n i . Other more complete Ohm's laws can be considered in place of (2) as in [8] . The displacement current [last term on the right side of (1)] is typically dropped, but can be retained using a predictor-corrector iteration [3] . Omission of the electron inertia terms on the left side of (2) is justified by the dominance of the terms on the right side of the equation for the phenomena of interest in the highly collisional plasma [3] . The derivation of the two-region hybrid algorithm, an analysis of its properties, and examples of its use are given in [3] .
The electric and magnetic fields are then employed to accelerate the particle momenta, and the momenta are used to advance the particle positions in the standard manner. The physics model in the high-density region employs the same physics model used earlier in studies of fast-electron transport for fast ignition in [8] , except that in our model the background electrons and ions are also represented as particles. The global particle representation avoids a potential problem with an artificial source sheath that might otherwise arise at the boundary between low-and high-density regions if the background plasma in the high-density region is not represented by particles. In our two-region model, the global particle representation allows for continuity of the currents across the boundary between the two regions. Our two-region algorithm relies on the fully electromagnetic fully kinetic first-principles model (including electron inertia) and the hybrid high-density plasma model using an Ohm's law giving the same electromagnetic fields to good approximation in the transition region. As long as the two models agree in the transition region, the integrated two-region hybrid algorithm will not be very sensitive to the precise location of the transition from the low-density model to the high-density model. Moreover, the location of the transition can be adjusted dynamically if the plasma temperature and density profiles evolve significantly.
A schematic of the hybrid algorithm is presented in Fig. 1 . Implementation of the two-region hybrid algorithm in the PSC [3] , [4] and OSIRIS [5] , [9] electromagnetic PIC codes was relatively straightforward because the reduced Maxwell equations and Ohm's law are solved locally in space with finitedifference methods and with no global elliptic equation solve as in implicit PIC codes. Thus, the speed and excellent scaling with the number of processors of these highly optimized explicit PIC codes are retained. In the implementations and applications of the two-region hybrid algorithm [3] - [5] , some digital smoothing of field quantities is typically performed in the transition region between the low-and high-density regions.
In the low-density region of the hybrid simulation algorithm, the usual resolution constraints must be respected, e.g., use of time steps that resolve the light-wave and plasma frequencies and the Courant condition on the light waves, and spatial cell sizes that resolve the skin depth, the Debye length (that can be relaxed by the use of higher-order spatial interpolation) and the characteristic wavelengths of the waves and features in the simulation [1] . The two-region hybrid approach achieves improved computational efficiencies by eliminating requirements on resolving the electron Debye length, the skin depth, and the plasma frequency in the high-density region where the hybrid model is used. Resolving the skin depth or Debye length in the high-density region leads to consequences for the time step in the conventional fully electromagnetic PIC algorithm because of the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy constraint t ≤ z/c. If a larger z can be used, then a larger value of t can also be used. Improved computational efficiency results because the computational costs in the simulation scale approximately as 1/( t z r ) where r is the number of spatial dimensions of the simulation.
The hybrid algorithm in [3] has been exploited quite successfully in simulations of fast ignition in [4] and [5] and achieved a reduction in simulation costs in 1-D simulations exceeding an order of magnitude, and two orders of magnitude or more reduction in costs in 2-D simulations. We note that there are many other examples in the computational plasma literature wherein hybrid algorithms have been very efficacious [10] . A common attribute of all of these hybrid algorithms is that there is a reduction of the coupled Fig. 1 . Overview of two-region hybrid algorithm for simulating fast ignition (partly adapted from [7] ).
Maxwell-plasma equations to remove normal modes and space-time scales deemed irrelevant so that the computational constraints on the simulation are relaxed.
Terms in the Ohm's law that derive from collisional effects, e.g., the resistivity term, must be consistent with the microscopic collision operator used for the particles. Such consistency in a PIC simulation has been demonstrated in [11] . An important aspect of the hybrid model in [3] - [5] is the inclusion of an accurate and efficient Coulomb collision operator that is compatible with unequally weighted particles (used because of the large range in plasma densities [3] - [5] ), which can be achieved with a variant of the TakizukaAbe collision algorithm [12] (or the Nanbu algorithm [13] ) as in [14] or in the collision algorithm extended to a gridbased model in [15] . The collision algorithm introduced in [15] involves collecting a finite number of velocity moments of the particle distribution functions locally onto the spatial grid from which an approximate velocity distribution function is constructed at the grid points. A virtual field particle is then defined for undertaking binary collisions with each test particle in a spatial cell by randomly sampling the grid-based approximate distribution function. The binary collision is then performed by using a semirelativistic extension [15] of the Takizuka-Abe collision algorithm. The grid-based algorithm performs at least as good as or better than other grid-based algorithms [16] , [17] , is more tolerant to rare large Gaussian random number because only a scattering angle is determined by the random number, is not subject to possible noise-induced numerical instability [17] , and allows use of a significantly larger time step for electron-ion collisions [15] . We also note that the use of this collision operator in the hybrid algorithm can take advantage of sharing the calculation of the fluid moments.
The use of unequally weighted particles to sample a large range in density in simulations of laser-plasma interactions and fast ignition [4] , [5] , [14] deserves some additional comment. All of the electrons share the same charge-to-mass ratio (similarly for the ions). The weighting of the particles is typically set as an initial condition when establishing the density gradient. The trajectories of the particles in the electromagnetic fields depend only on the charge-to-mass ratios. However, the computation of the Coulomb collisions is sensitive to whether the particles are equally or unequally weighted; collisions of unequally weighted particles are addressed in [14] . As the simulation develops in time, the unequally weighted particles naturally mix. This mixing has not led to any specific difficulties so far in the experience of the authors of [4] , [5] , and [14] . However, the statistical resolution of low-density regions significantly degrades when a fat particle makes its way to extremely low densities. When the statistical resolution degrades, the local noise level and numerical self-heating increase [1] . This can be remedied by splitting the fat particle into smaller particles constrained to preserve the charge-to-mass ratio.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the algorithm reviewed here makes realistic simulation of laser-fusion fast-ignition more practical. This example of the continued growth in capability and applicability of the simulation of plasmas using particle methods would be cheered on by Ned Birdsall.
